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Game ID:

Game Type:

RTP:

Volatility:

Payout Mechanic:

Max Win Multiplier: 

Hit Frequency:

Min Bet:

Max Bet:

AztecGods

Video Slot

95.14%

Medium

20 Lines

4,500 x bet

42.09%

€0.20

€20.00

Features

- Wild
- Scatter
- Free Spins

Game Info

Embark on a journey into the heart of ancient Aztec mystique with SwinttGames' upcoming release, Aztec Gods. 
With a maximum win potential of 4,500 x the bet, brace yourself for a gaming adventure where divine symbols of 
powerful Aztec deities come to life. The game introduces a unique twist by allowing players to choose a 
high-value symbol as their Lucky Scatter, impacting potential payouts.

The centrepiece of Aztec Gods is its Free Spins feature, where Money Symbols grace the reels with diverse cash 
values. Players collect these symbols upon landing a Scatter on the same spin, and each collected Scatter 
contributes to a meter above the reel set. Excitement builds as every accumulation of 4 Scatters triggers extra 
Free Spins and boosts the progressive multiplier, offering players the chance to unlock untold riches in the 
captivating world of Aztec Gods. 

Brace yourself for an exhilarating journey where divine fortune awaits at every spin in Aztec Gods.

Aztec Gods

Lucky Scatter Symbol

Select a high-value symbol to serve as the lucky scatter in the game. This particular Lucky Scatter Symbol 
has the flexibility to be altered during gameplay. When a single Scatter emerges on a reel, it awards a multiplier 
for the overall base game winnings. In the case of two Scatters appearing on a base spin, their respective 
multipliers are combined. If 3, 4, or 5 Scatters appear, they grant 10, 15, or 20 Free Spins, respectively.

Free Spins

Money Symbols land with various cash values attached, and you collect these Money Symbol prizes when you 
land the Scatter on the same spin. When more than one Scatter lands in a spin, Money Symbol prizes are 
multiplied by the number of Scatters landed.
Every Scatter you land will also be collected in a meter above the reel set, and every 4th Scatter collected 
triggers extra Free Spins and increase the progressive multiplier.

The multiplier increases:

  -   4 Scatters – 2x
  -   8 Scatters – 3x
  -   12 Scatters – 4x
  -   16 Scatters – 10,000 x Bonuz Prize is won
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